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AN INTERVIEW WITH TOM UPTON
BOA member Tom Upton was led to blacksmithing from knife-making. He wished to forge
his knife blades instead of using stock removal. He lives in Rogers, AR with his lovely wife
Cindy. You can visit his website at www.upton-knives.com.
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VOICE: Tell me about your first forge.
Tom: I made my first forge like many others have done – it was made with an angle iron
frame. I put fire brick in the bottom and formed the fire pot using the fire brick and furnace
cement. The blower I had also came from John Teters.
Continued on page 6
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SAFETY FIRST!
One important fact that every blacksmith should know is that nylon, polyester and many
other synthetic fibers are basically petroleum byproducts, and are highly flammable. Not
only is the prospect of bursting into flame quite unpleasant, these products, when they burn,
melt. The molten drops conduct heat very efficiently, resulting in intense burns, and the
droplets stick to everything, including skin, making them very difficult to simply brush off.
Think about the last time you melted the end of a nylon rope to keep it from fraying.
Polyester undershirts are popular with hikers and runners because they dry quickly. Cotton
takes a long time to dry once it is saturated. However, cotton does “breathe” better, and the
wet cloth, while not stylish, does a better job of keeping your body cool through evaporation.
If the moisture is on the outside of your clothing, very little of the cooling effect of
evaporation is transferred to your body unless the material clings to your skin like spandex—
which works great for professional athletes, but not so much for the rest of us. The main
advantages of polyester are that it keeps your skin dry, which means that you aren’t as

“Staying cool and not bursting into flame are much more important
than not appearing sweaty”
subject to sudden chills when the exercise ends, and that dry cloth doesn’t chafe and blister
(wet jeans, anyone?), but blacksmiths don’t do a lot of climbing and running, and they aren't
likely to get chilled standing next to a forge.
Another problem with synthetic fibers is that they have a well-deserved reputation for
smelling awful. Some high-end synthetics, like UnderArmor have solved this problem, but
most inexpensive synthetic clothing will still start stinking soon after you start sweating.
NEWSLETTER DISCLAIMER
Blacksmithing is a very
dangerous hobby/job. All
members, demonstrators, and
guests are responsible for using
eye, ear, and respiratory
protection and safe working
methods. Minors must be
accompanied by a parent or
responsible adult.
The Blacksmith Organization of
Arkansas, its officers, members,
demonstrators, guests, writers,
and the editor disclaim
responsibility for any damages,
injuries, or destruction of
property as a result of the use of
any information published in
this newsletter or demonstrated
at workshops, meetings, or
conferences.
Every effort is made to insure
the accuracy and the safety of
information provided, but the
use of any material is solely at
the user’s own risk.
Attendees at organization
functions and classes consent to
the use of their images in
publications and webpages of
the Blacksmith Organization of
Arkansas.
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Since Arkansas blacksmiths tend to go out in triple-digit heat and stand next to 2500 degree
forges, staying cool and not bursting into flame are much more important than not appearing
sweaty. Saftey first! Wear natural fiber clothing when you forge!

ROMANCING THE FORGE
This month I indulged myself with an
anniversary issue—my own anniversary, not
BOA’s. While I’ve not really put much thought
into it before, it turns out that the blacksmith is
a very romantic figure in our culture—the larger
than life, immensely strong, silent, hardworking
man toiling away from dawn to dusk each day to
bend iron to his will. Blacksmithing is the king
of crafts, upon which all other crafts depend.
When I tell people that I’m a blacksmith, I
always expect them to burst into laughter, but more often than not, the response if one of
admiration. Many people tell me how cool that is , and how much they wished they could
participate. Other people aren’t so interested for themselves, but admire anyone who has
this kind of strong ties to tradition. It’s as if the traditional skills are somehow directly
tied to traditional values—hard work, mastery of skill, confidence in problem solving, and
respect of the community. As if strength of arm somehow equated to strength of
character.
I think all of us are looking for that kind of character, both in ourselves and in others. I
was at a BOA meeting once (I won’t reveal names) where our blacksmith host had such a
reputation for traditional values that several single women from his church showed up to
check out the rest of us. Fortunately, we didn’t know that until afterward.
I didn’t really start blacksmithing until my father and I took a class with Bob Patrick in
2012, but I find, looking back, that I have always had ties to blacksmithing, many of them
quite romantic, if you’re in to that sort of thing (cough, cough). Since this month is my
anniversary (29 years of honeymoon with the most wonderful woman on the planet this
August 10th), I decided to include a couple of these “romancing the forge” stories. May
the fires of romance never die out in the forges of our lives!
Robert Fox, BOA Editor

LETTER FROM THE PRESIDENT
July 28, 2014
We are in a time of change in
the Blacksmith Organization of
Arkansas. If you missed the
announcement in the July
newsletter, Justin Jones
resigned as president for family
reasons. Let me start off by
thanking Justin for all of his
hard work, getting the
organization though a tough
time with very little turbulence
and much humor. For
organizing the excellent
hammer workshop conducted
by Nathan Robertson on the
last weekend of April; and his
support for the new version of
the newsletter. We wish Justin
and his family the best of luck
Dale Custer, Acting BOA President
on their move to Rolla, MO and
the birth of the next little blacksmith in the Jones line. And that they are able to
return and pick up the mantle of leadership.
I intend to remain as the acting President until the end of Justin’s term which is
the October meeting of the northwest group. I would like all of the members to
have an equal voice in electing the next group of officers. If anyone has any
suggestions on how to accomplish that, I am eager to hear them.
Several exciting things are coming up this year for BOA. The northwest group is
meeting at the Ozark Folk Center in Mountain View on August 9 th. Keith
Heffelfinger has volunteered to serve as host. The center has agreed that
members and their families will not have to pay admission. The trade item is a
dinner bell. We will need the club trailer towed to the site. If someone is willing
to take the trailer from Harrison to the center and back, please let me know. The
central chapter will be meeting at Herman Ginger’s shop on August 16th. The
trade item is a tomahawk from a railroad spike. This month ABANA has its biannual Conference in Harrington, Delaware from August 13 th to the 16th. I am
going to represent BOA and to have fun. Lee Sauder will be doing a smelt on
site so I will be trying to pick his brain on all the pitfalls of an iron smelt. His
website is http://leesauder.com You can see all of the demonstrators and their
amazing work at http://www.abana.org/Conferences/2014/
ConferenceDemonstrators.shtml
Speaking of Lee Sauder and smelting iron, BOA is moving ahead with plans for
its own smelt. Stay tuned to more details in upcoming issues of your newsletter.
I will need some assistance on an upcoming prospecting trip to Magnet Cove to
find the iron ore. Let me know if you are interested in any part of the smelt.
We are still in the early planning stage of a statewide BOA conference of our
own. Stay tuned for more details.
Dale Custer—(Acting) BOA President
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2014 CHAPTER MEETING HOSTS
Want to host a BOA chapter meeting? Contact your steward (central or northeast chapters) or the
president (Northwest chapter) and claim those spring and fall months when the weather is nice!
Don’t worry if you don’t have the nice shop set-up some of our members do. You don’t even have to
have a forge and anvil. Just let a BOA officer know you’ll need to borrow the club forge and anvil. You
can even set up in a park (with permission). Believe me, the regular hosts will appreciate you stepping
up and giving them a break.
NW CHAPTER

NE CHAPTER

CENTRAL CHAPTER

5
3
7
12
16
6
4
1
6

15
12
17
21
19
16
20
18
15
20

JANUARY
FEBRUARY
INTERESTED IN
DEMONSTRATING?
There are literally dozens of
demonstration opportunities
that slip by without a BOA
member amazing the public
with feats of smithing prowess.
If you’re interested, bring it up
at your next BOA meeting.

MARCH

APRIL

MAY

JUNE

JULY

AUGUST

SEPTEMBER

OCTOBER

DID YOU KNOW?
Modern concrete cut nails are
high-carbon steel, containing
0.5% to 0.75% carbon. Cut
nails are made from high carbon
steel plate that is sheared into
tapered strips, then placed in a
“header” any 18th century
blacksmith would recognize to
form the head, and case
hardened in a furnace.
Make sure you buy American
made! Cut nails manufactured
from low-carbon plate are being
imported from China and the
United Arab Emirates and sold
as masonry nails, but are very
low carbon.
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NOVEMBER

DECEMBER

UALR Applied Arts
Little Rock

19
10
14
12
9
6
11
8
13

Tired Iron
Gentry
At Ron Wells’
In Mount Judea
3/4” Wrench
At Rusty Wheels
In Harrison
Grill Utensil
At Robert Mueser’s
Mountain Home
Lawn Ornament

At Ozark Folk Center
In Mountain View
Dinner Bell
At Tired Iron
In Gentry
Smith’s Choice

At Rusty Wheels
In Harrison
Trivet

Sonny & Judi
Sartwell’s
Clyde Foster’s

At Glenn Owen’s
Forge on the Ridge
At Glenn Owen’s
Forge on the Ridge
Jim Soehlman’s
In Jonesboro

At Jim Soehlman’s
In Jonesboro
At Jim Soehlman’s
In Jonesboro

TBD

TBD

TBD

TBD

At Thurston Fox’s
In Mayflower
Significant Other Gift
At Herman Ginger’s
In Pine Bluff
Tongs
At Garret Sheeks’
In Stuttgart
Travel Anvil Stuff
At UALR
In Little Rock
Must include a twist
At Herman Ginger’s
In Pine Bluff
RR Spike tomahawk
At Tim Hutchinson’s
In Bryant

At Thurston Fox’s
In Mayflower

At Dale Custer’s
In Little Rock
At Herman Ginger’s
In Pine Bluff
Xmas Party

OVERHEARD, AND OTHER STUFF
By Harold and Ron

Ashlee: Justin Dear, would you run to the store and get a dozen diapers
for Lincoln?
Justin: Sure Honey. I'll be right back.
Store Clerk: That'll be $13.95 with the tax.
Justin: Keep the tacks. We'll use safety pins.

STRANGE HOW WE’RE ALL CONNECTED...
Like several other BOA members, I was a woodcarver before I was a blacksmith. I always
thought blacksmithing would be fun, but it seemed like it would require a lot of equipment and
involve a lot of danger. Woodcarving seemed a cheaper, faster , safer hobby at the time.
But I found that there’s a great deal of difference between a low-end, hobby store woodcarving
knife and a professional quality one after my wife bought me a beautiful handmade artisan
woodcarving knife while we were at Mountain View chaperoning a youth trip to the Ozark Folk
Center.
I loved that knife, but one day I loved it a bit
too much and broke the tip trying to lever a
chip out of a hardwood carving. I usually
carved in red oak for the durability. I tried
basswood a few times, but found it too
fragile for a clumsy brute like me.
After breaking my good knife, I forged my
very first item—a stout little chip-carving
knife I made out of a concrete nail heated

DID YOU KNOW?

This is my very first attempt at forging, NOT
the beautiful knife I bought from Ron

“It turns out I am the proud owner of a Ron Wells
original carving knife, somewhat worse for wear!”
with a hand-held plumber’s propane torch and shaped using a claw hammer on the concrete
floor of my garage. So much for a lot of expensive equipment! I made the handle out of a piece
of cherry heartwood in a shape that seemed like it would fit well in my hand. It’s not pretty, but
annealed concrete nails (I had never heard of tempering) are pretty high carbon steel (see
sidebar on page 4)—I still use it today.
So imagine my surprise when I was recently digging around in my woodcarving stuff (way too
hot to forge these days) and took a good look at that knife my wife had bought me. It turns out
I am the proud owner of a Ron Wells original
carving knife, somewhat worse for wear!
When I told Ron he was indirectly
responsible for my introduction to
blacksmithing, he said,

Did you know that Thomas
Jefferson, among other things, ran
a commercial nail-making
operation?
Jefferson wrote in a private letter,
“In our private pursuits it is a great
advantage that every honest
employment is deemed honorable.
I am myself a nail maker.”
In 1794 Jefferson added a
nailmaking operation to his
blacksmith shop at Monticello. He
hoped it would provide a source of
cash income while he restored the
depleted soil of his farms. Nail rod
was shipped from Philadelphia and
hammered into nails ranging in
size from six-pennies to twentypennies. In 1796 Jefferson acquired
a nail cutting machine, which made
four-penny brads from hoop iron.
In his Farm Book Jefferson wrote:
"Children till 10 years old to serve
as nurses. From 10 to 16, the boys
make nails, the girls spin. At 16, go
into the [farm] or learn trades." Up
to fourteen young male slaves, aged
ten to twenty-one, worked at the
forges of the nailery. From 1794 to
1796, when he was retired to
Monticello, Jefferson calculated the
efficiency of the nailers, each day
weighing their nail rod and the
nails they produced. Most of the
slaves who began their working
lives in the nailery became
tradesmen. Moses Hern and Joe
Fossett became blacksmiths; Lewis
and Shepherd were carpenters;
Barnaby Gillette was a cooper;
James Hubbard a charcoal burner.

“I’m surprised that the knife held up. I
always cringe when I hear of someone
using it on hard wood. One of the
attributes of the knife is that it has a
really thin edge that slices through soft
wood with ease—not too suitable for
hard woods. We grind chisels differently
for different woods—a thicker edge for
hard woods, thinner edge for soft woods,
and somewhere in between if both are
going to be carved. About the broken
tip. That can be fixed easily. Just grind
it down to a new point from the back to
the edge.”
In the spirit of this anniversary issue (my
29th wedding anniversary), I thought I
would include a picture of the happy couple I
carved, Mr. and Mrs. Fox, and the knife that,
so to speak, made it all happen.

Robert Fox

Robert Fox—BOA Editor
RW—A Ron Wells original!
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NAME DROPPING
Here are some links for you to
follow in order to find out more
information about the people
Tom Upton mentions in his
interview.
If you are viewing the PDF
version of the VOICE, you
should be able to just click on
the link to launch it in your
default browser.
Tom Clark
http://www.bamsite.org/Index/
Newsletters/BAM%
20NovDec08.pdf
Bob Dozier:
http://www.dozierknives.com/
Uri Hofi:
http://
www.centerformetalarts.com/
uri-hofi.html
Stephen McGehee
(see last month’s issue of the
VOICE, featuring an interview
with Stephen)
Bob Patrick:
http://www.ahilltopforge.com/
id6.html

TOM UPTON —(CONTINUED FROM FRONT COVER)
He gave me a bucket of coal to get started with, and the first time I lit the forge was in my body
shop. I had placed it back by an exhaust fan to vent the coal smoke outside, someone in the
surrounding buildings thought by shop had caught fire, as the black smoke coming out of the
building was not normal, next thing I knew the Fire Department showed up. That was the only
time the Fire Department was called.
VOICE: How many anvils do you think you have owned?
Tom: I have 11 anvils at this time and I have sold around 7 others, I also have a collection of 12
small jewelry and desk top anvils.
VOICE: How many power hammers have you repaired, both your own and for others?
Tom: I have helped rebuild around 12 Little Giant power hammers and owned 6 other hammers
that I also worked on.
VOICE: Tell me about the first forged item that you sold.
Tom: I don’t usually sell my forged items, but at one BOA meeting while I was working at the
forge, a lady in the crowd was asking about a trivet I made. One of the BOA members was
showing it to her and put a price on it and she bought the trivet.
VOICE: Did you make any money on it?
Tom: I received a very good price for
the trivet but I also had a lot time in it so
probably not.
VOICE: Before the days of the Internet
and YouTube, how would you learn new
things?
Tom: At first, most of what I learned
came for attending the BOA meetings
and from the members. Bob Patrick has
helped me many times when I was
stumped on a project. He always went
out of his way to help. I attended a few
classes at the Ozark School of

“I also attended a few classes at the Ozark
School of Blacksmithing in Potosi MO, with Tom
Clark, Bob Patrick and Uri Hofi. ”
Blacksmithing in Potosi, MO with Tom Clark, Bob Patrick and
Uri Hofi. I also attended as many hammer in’s and
conferences as I could, and I purchased several books.
VOICE: Tell me about the object that you are most proud of.
Tom: I made a dining room glass top table along with 4
matching chairs, the table base has a grape vine growing up
its legs and twisting around them, with the leaves and grape
cluster following the vine. The chairs have the same motif
added in the back section of the chair and all the chair parts
have a bark like texture added.
VOICE: Tell me about the largest project you have done.
Tom: The table and chairs is my largest project to date. Making
the chairs was a challenge, trying to keep everything symmetrical
and still sit with all 4 legs on the floor.
VOICE: Your touchmark is a rabbit. Tell me how that came
about.
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Tom: My father was a good friend of
Clifford Whiteman, (son of the Cheyenne /
Arapaho Chief) and my father was allowed
to hunt, trap and fish on the Reservation
any time. My father was given the name of
Running Rabbit and when I was born they
called me Little Rabbit. This is why I use a
Little Rabbit as my logo and the name of
my forge.

VOICE: You have the largest and nicest shop of any I have
visited in BOA. How did it come about?
Tom: I have always wanted a home shop, so when I decided it
was time to build one, it ended up a lot larger as the work began. I
had planned to make living quarters in the west side of the
building for my mother to live in, but with all the noise and
equipment that soon changed.
VOICE: What kind of major tools have you acquired for the
shop?
Tom: I have most of the usual blacksmithing items: Coal and gas
forges, anvils, a Sayha power hammer, hydraulic press and a fly
press. Also I have a machining area with a mill and metal lathes,
my knife making equipment and a leather craft room.
VOICE: You make and sell handmade knives. Did knife making
lead to blacksmithing or the other way around?
Tom: The knife making lead to the blacksmithing hobby.
VOICE: Tell me about your experience working with Bob Dozier.
Tom: I worked with Bob Dozier for a
while in his Saint Paul, Arkansas shop. I
wanted to streamline my knife making to
make it more productive. Bob has his own
way of producing knives that is very
productive.
Bob has been making knives and
machinery for quite a while and he is very
knowledgeable about every aspect in the
process. He does things that others may
not even think about, so I gained a lot of
experience working with Bob.
VOICE: I understand you are a founding
member of the Blacksmith Organization of
Arkansas. What were the early days like?
Tom: I first found out about BOA from
John Teters and Stephen McGehee, and
attended my first BOA meeting at
Stephen’s shop on Pinnacle Mountain. I
always looked forward to the next meeting
as I wanted to learn what I could, and the
meetings were always a lot of fun with a
good meal and camaraderie.
VOICE: Later you were President. What would you like to tell the newer members about your time as president?
Tom: I enjoyed my time as the president of BOA and had a lot of help from the other officers, but I am also glad that others get the
chance to serve as president.
VOICE: Tell me what the newsletter was like back then. How was it produced?
Tom: The newsletter has always been something to hold the group together by keeping all the members informed of upcoming
and past events, it started out a few typed pages each month and has grown into a very informative and organized event.
VOICE: Tell me about how the state of the craft of blacksmithing has changed from when you started compared to today.
Tom: When I started blacksmithing I thought the craft was losing public interest, but with all the internet and YouTube videos, I
think a lot of the younger generation has
become interested in the craft and the
history. Most of the calls I receive about
blacksmithing and knife making are from
the younger group.
VOICE: Tell me about the next thing you
want to accomplish in blacksmithing.
Tom: I would like to make a few more
items for the home and finish a table lamp
I started a year ago. I have the shade and
part of the base finished, so I need to
finish the other parts.
VOICE: Thank you Tom!
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IRON ORE—HOW DOES IT FORM?
This month we are turning our attention from coal and charcoal to iron. We are trying to
give our BOA members a better understanding of the metal we craft. Later this year, we
hope to host an iron smelt, where we will process iron ore into useable iron and make
something from it. Hopefully, this series of articles will help inform that project and
make it more interesting.
The Traditions article later in this newsletter gives some information about where iron
ore can be found in Arkansas, but I thought it might be interesting to take a quick look at
how iron ore is formed in the first place.
Iron is the most common element on earth by mass,
but unfortunately for us blacksmiths, most if it is
found in the center of the planet, not on the surface.
The inner and outer core of the planet are roughly
96% iron and 4% nickel.

MUTANT BLACKSMITH
OK, I have to say that I’m
disappointed in all of you. When I
mistake a “vise” for a “vice,” I get a
half dozen emails, but not one of
you responded to the fact that I
included a picture of Dale Custer in
last month’s VOICE with two right
hands (above). Or maybe you were
all just too polite to comment on
Dale’s unfortunate deformity.
The picture was taken from an
article in the September, 2010
issue of the Westside Eagle
Observer, entitled “Old Draws Out
New”. The pictures were taken at
the Rusty Wheels antique tractor
show that fall.

The earth is layered like an onion. The solid inner
core is 800 miles thick. The molten outer core is
1450 miles thick on top of that. This is wrapped by a
layer called the mantel that’s 1500 miles thick, with a
thin crust of only 3-6 miles under the oceans, and
from 20-30 miles under the continents. The crust of our planet has relatively little iron in
it compared to the earth’s core. If the iron in the earth’s crust were equally distributed, it
wouldn’t be worth mining. In order to make mining commercially viable, the ore has to
be concentrated 1,000 to 10,000 times more than it’s average concentration.
Iron and other ores can be concentrated in several ways, but 90% of all useable metal
deposits on the crust of our planet were formed by melting an area of the crust, pushing
magma up to or near t0 the surface, and cooling it slowly. This slow cooling allows
heavier components of the magma to settle and lighter solutions and gas to rise. This
“settling” is the first form of concentration of metal ore.
The second form of concentration happens when the magma is too cool to rise, but not
cool enough to harden, and settles in a magma chamber. The magma chamber beneath
Mt St Helens is 4 to 7 miles beneath the surface, not rising, but not hardening. The
separation of different densities mentioned earlier happens here, but a secondary
separation also occurs when gasses build up at the top of the chamber, greatly increasing
the pressure until the volatiles and lighter solutions are pushed through cracks to the
surface, hopefully not blowing the overburden rock away in the process. Some minerals,
such as copper, lead, and gold are found in these lighter solutions (the pure form of the
metal may be quite dense, but the metal-rich solution or brine containing these metals is
relatively light compared with the rest of the
magma chamber contents). These solutions
harden in the cracks and magma tubes, closing
them off, and starting the pressure building again.
This cycle repeats, resulting in a buildup of these
deposits in “veins” over time.
This process not only concentrates the copper,
lead and gold in the veins, it also concentrates the
material remaining in the magma chamber. Iron-rich compounds are quite heavy, and
tend to remain in the lower part of the magma chamber, and are rarely found in the veins
where lighter volatiles are deposited. As the lighter volatiles are repeatedly “skimmed
off,” the iron-bearing ore becomes more and more concentrated.

Remember to answer Dales Ugly
Tool Throw down challenge and
send in your Ugly Tool entry to
editor@blacksmithsofarkansas.org
with the subject “Ugly Tool.” It
must be a blacksmithing tool that
you, yourself have made.
Robert Fox—Ugly Tool Owner
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Eventually, however, these magma chambers either cool or explode, resulting in the iron
rich deposits where we get our ore today. Erosion and tectonic plate action can bring
these deposits closer to the surface. Notice that
the iron deposits map on page 15 are closely
aligned with the seismic activity surrounding the
New Madrid fault system.
Erosion can also leach the iron away, depositing it
in river and lake bottoms, where it is eventually
covered in sedimentary deposits. The ore
pictured on page 15 came from these sedimentary
deposits.
Robert Fox

NORTHEAST ARKANSAS JULY 2014 MEETING
There were 5 members present at the July meeting, including Dusty, Eddie, Jimmie, Jim
and another member that helps shuttle Dusty's mother, and we all had a very good day
forging. It wasn’t a big turn out but we all had an enjoyable time.
Jim is getting his shop set up more and more every meeting.
We started meeting by finding out who had never started a fire in a forge. Dusty Elliot
stepped forward and did a good job as Eddie instructed her on fire building.
Dusty worked on a rake and as you can
see, did a fine job of it.
We reworked some tongs and burnt the
end off a chisel. Reworked the chisel and
tempered it.
Glean Owen—NEAC BOA Steward
and Jim Soehlman—NEAC BOA

NEXT NORTHEAST MEETING
The August NEAC BOA meeting
will once again be held at Jim
Soehlman's shop. His address is
462 Greene 731 Road
Jonesboro, AR 72401

“Quote”

Please note that the meeting will
be held on the third Saturday of
August (the 16th) rather than
the first.
The meeting will start at 7:00
am, and end at 3:00 pm.

GOT A STORY IDEA?
Do you have a story you would like
to see in the VOICE? Would you
like to write it, or is it something you
want to read?
Let us know—send an email to
editor@blacksmithsofarkansas.org.
BOA member Lee Burks found this posted in the “Blacksmith Enthusiasts”
forum by Benjamin Baker.
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NORTHWEST AREA BOA JULY MEETING
NEXT NORTHWEST MEETING

Thanks to Rob and Jean Meuser for hosting this meeting. We were under the shade trees
in the yard with two forges going. Rob cooked hotdogs over a wood fire which we enjoyed.

The August meeting of the
Northwest BOA chapter will
be held on the second
Saturday, August 9th.

Ron said there were 15 members present plus a friend of Rob’s who was one of the many
Bobs that were there. Richard and Carol Ross had their granddaughter, Corie, with
them. A couple of guys had their wives along. With our family plan membership I guess
the wives and Corie were members as well.

Ozark Folk Center
1032 Park Avenue
Mountain View, AR 72560
The trade item will be “a
dinner bell.”

From Little Rock ,Take I-40 to
Conway. Turn North (right) on
Hwy 65, follow to Leslie. Turn right
on Hwy 66. To Mtn View (this is a
little longer but less curvy). Go to
stop light. Turn left about 1 mile.
Turn left on Hwy 382 (Jimmy
Driftwood)

Dale Custer did a good job holding the meeting after lunch. Most interesting to me was talk
about making our own metal from rocks which contain iron. Dale had some pieces of the
rock with him which were found at the location of an abandoned mine near Hot
Springs. The rock is called magnetite.
Bob Partee was present and demonstrated making a hoof pick from part of an old horse
shoe. The handle has a horse’s head on it. Bob is a former member from back in 1639
AD. He has renewed his membership. Whoops, I actually put my birth year in there,
sorry, Bob.
The August 9th meeting is planned
for the Ozark Folk Center at
Mountain View. The trade item is
a dinner bell. I’m guessing that
would be one of those old
triangular jobbies. Linda and
Keith Heffelfinger live at Timbo,
which is near Mountain View, and
they promised to pay the Folk
Center a visit to talk over the
details.
Ron Wells said that The Wonders
of Wildlife camp for kids needs a
couple of volunteers to teach

Bob Partee demonstrating a hoof pick made
from a horseshoe
blacksmithing. He and Bob Lock have
been doing this for 3 years and need a
break. Call Ron for the details, if
interested.

From NW Arkansas, take Hwy 62
or 412 to Harrison. Turn south on
Hwy 65 to Leslie. Turn left on Hwy
66 to Mtn View ( a little longer but
less curvy) at Mtn View. Turn left
at stop light about 1 mile. Turn left
on Hwy 382 (Jimmy Driftwood) to
Ozark Folk Center.

Richard and Carol Ross said they will
host the February meeting. Clyde
Foster said he would host the
December meeting.
I hope you all will enjoy the August
meeting. I have to work so can’t be
there in August.
Harold Enlow, BOA Secretary

Hwy 382 dead ends at the Ozark
Folk Center Parking Lot. There is a
shuttle to the Folk Center area.
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The July trade item was a piece of yard art.

PROJECT NOTES: A DINNER/DOOR BELL
Author Debbra Docsa, Florida Artist Blacksmith Association (FABA) Reprinted with permission from the September 2003 edition of the
Clinker Breaker, the FABA Newsletter.
It is a fabulous sounding bell made from a discarded tank — oxygen, scuba, nitrous oxide, etc. Any kind will serve you well except perhaps
galvanized ones, the drawback being the fumes.
The bell I created was from a small oxygen tank while my friend Ken Urbanek of Nature Boy Forge in Ohio worked with a large scuba tank. The
difference is the tone of the bell — the more of the tank cut off, the higher the pitch. As the pictures show the length of mine after the cut was 17“.
So, to the task:
1. First, find an appropriate bolt that screws into the neck of the tank so you will have a working handle;
2. Cut off the desired length from the bottom of the tank;
3. Heat the bottom of the tank and flare it over the horn of the anvil. Be sure to keep rotating for an even heat and then determine the flare
desired as you work.
4. Create the bell’s hanger. This piece will be inserted where the bolt is presently serving as a handle. Suggest 3/8” round stock about 18” to 24”
long (depending upon desired hanging length) which will eventually have loops/hooks on both ends. For the time being, create a loop/hook
about the size of a silver dollar on one end. This is the end that will be inside the neck of the tank to hold it up.
5. Constrict the neck. Remove your bolt/handle and heat the neck. Using the end of the anvil, work the neck down so the hanger rod fits snugly
inside.
6. Insert rod up through tank so that straight end protrudes. Weld the neck closed around the rod.
7. Make an eye in the other end of the rod which protrudes from the neck. This is the hook from which your bell will hang. (An alternative
method is to use a longer piece of stock and create the loop then extend the piece out 8” to 12” with yet another loop from which a pull may be
installed. See drawing.)
8. Make clapper rod using 3/8” round stock. For the end that connects to the silver dollar size hook inside the bell, craft a hook that is open
enough to attach to the inside eye. For the clapper itself, the choices are numerous. I used a piece of scrap tool iron from Campbell’s infamous
metal dumpster which I drilled a hole in and attached to a hook crafted on the other end of the 3/8” rod. The length of the rod is dictated by the
interior length of the bell. The clapper, however fashioned, should hit just at or above the flare to insure a melodious ring. Clapper choices may
be stone or metal, like 1” round stock, a railroad tie or any heavy piece of scrap. Use your imagination.
9. Finish your bell. In my case I ground off rough spots, wire brushed it and then coated it a few times with Hammerite spray paint – flat black.
The bell hangs outside my front door and has made my doorbell obsolete.
That’s the story. The bell was fun to make and thrilling to hear as a final product. If you tackle the project, I think you’ll be happy, too.
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NEXT CAC BOA MEETING
The next central Arkansas Chapter
meeting will be at the forge of
Herman Ginger on Saturday, August
16th from 9:00 am to 3:00 pm.
3901 Divoky Rd
Pine Bluff, AR 71603
Herman has the most “tricked out”
blacksmith shop in central Arkansas.
Bring your difficult projects, and
Herman will have just the tool you
need to fix it up.

CENTRAL AREA BOA JULY MEETING MINUTES
The July meeting of the Central Arkansas Chapter of the Blacksmith Organization of
Arkansas (CACBOA) was held on July 19th at the Applied Arts studio of the University of
Arkansas at Little Rock (UALR). This is a FANTASTIC facility! They have four or five gas
forges, a coal forge, at least six huge anvils, racks of tongs, hammers, top sets, hardy tools, a
power hammer, fly press, and everything else necessary for the blacksmith, all in a well-lit,
air conditioned studio.

“Herman Ginger had suggested earlier this year that we have a series of
demonstrations in our meetings based on the skills necessary to make
the ABANA journeyman grill project”
And, of course, the real reason we
drive all the way to Pine Bluff—
Suzanne's cooking. Last time she
made homemade toll-house cookie
ice-cream sandwiches—Yum!
Herman challenged us to make “a
railroad spike tomahawk” for the
trade item this month.

July CACBOA trade items

The UALR Applied Arts facility
also supports furniture making,
jewelry making, and many other
crafts. Next time we’re there you
should all come!
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Dale took a course through the university and developed
a relationship with the leadership there. They let us have
our meetings there about twice a year during periods
where there are no students working on class projects.
We try to save it for July and February, when the weather
is most harsh for our members’ outdoor forges.
We had nine in attendance, including a prospective new
member and Kerry Hartman, the studio foreman (if you
can call someone with a PhD a foreman) and his wife.
Dale Custer gave us a demonstration on riveting, which I,
for one, have long been anticipating. Riveting looks and
sounds so simple, but I mangle them more often than
not. Herman Ginger had suggested earlier this year that
we have a series of demonstrations in our meetings based
on the skills necessary to make the ABANA journeyman
Dale gave a “riveting” demo
grill project. I don’t think any of us are ready to tackle
the grill, but it is after all, a project which deliberately includes all of the basic techniques of
blacksmithing. We could do worse than to base our demonstrations around that same list of
techniques.
Dale had also asked me to give a demonstration of a “pineapple twist.” If you haven’t made
one before, it’s a really
complicated-looking forged twist
that is actually quite
straightforward to make, within
the skill level of even beginning
smiths like me.

I didn’t get a picture of the pineapple twist I made
for the demo. This one was made by CACBOA
member Robert Carroll (and looked better than
mine anyway)

The trade item was “something
with a twist. We only had a
couple of entries, but they were
very nice—a letter opener and a
backscratcher. See pictures in
the sidebar.

PROJECT NOTES: RAILROAD SPIKE BUFFALO HEAD
Author: Ron Lehenbauer. Illistrator: Ricky Nusbaum. Courtesy of the Saltfork Craftsman ArtistBlacksmith Association, an Oklahoma affiliate of ABANA.
1.

Using the 90 degree step on your
anvil, start shaping the head and
nose.

2.

Round the “nose”

3.

Cut horns by placing the spike in a vise and cutting hot with a chisel or cold with a saw.
Cut the horns in line with the sides of the spike.

4.

Round top of head

5.

With hammer peen, mark the hair line

6.

Spread the horns using a long, thin punch or drift. Force
the punch between the head and the horns using hammer
peen

7.

Form, shape, and draw out the horns around the punch.
This is the hard part because it cools off so fast. It will
take several heats. Work at least at a red head—the horns
will break off if worked too cold.

8. Finish shaping the head area and rounding the edges. Starting just
below the hairline, hammer the face a little lower. Hammer chisel marks
for hair. Don’t hit the face or horns.
9.

Punch the eyes. If you don’t have an eye punch,
you can use a shallow round gauge and a punch.

10. Use a small, round punch for the nose.
11.

Brush and apply wax finish

The Buffalo head can be used to create drawer pulls,
belt buckles or anything can imagine.

LUCKY HORSESHOES
It is believed that the good luck
powers of the horseshoe date back
to the story of a blacksmith
named Dunstan and a man he
believed was the devil. It is said
that a man came to Dunstan and
requested that he put horseshoes
on his feet (hoofs). Dunstan
recognized this man as the devil
and nailed a horseshoe to the
devil’s hoof in a way that would
cause great pain. While the devil
was in agony, it is said that
Dunstan bound him in iron chains
and only released him after the
devil promised never to enter a
place that had a horseshoe hung
over the door.
It was thought that evil or magical
creatures feared the touch of cold
iron.
Dunstan eventually became the
Archbishop of Canterbury in 959
AD and is known as Saint
Dunstan, the patron saint of
blacksmiths. Saint Dunstan’s Day
is celebrated on May 19th.
Generally, in North America,
consensus is that it should be
hung heel up, like a cup (to hold
the luck in), over or beside the
door of your home. The exception
to the heels-up rule is in a
blacksmith’s shop – where they
should be hung heels down, so
that the luck flows out onto all
those who pass beneath. Because
it is the smith, or farrier, who
imparts the shoe with its luck,
there is no fear of the luck
running out.
Robert Fox—BOA Editor
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THE HISTORY OF
BLACKSMITHING IN
ARKANSAS
We kicked off our Traditions
series with an article answering
the question, “Where did
Arkansas blacksmiths get their
coal?” We followed that up with
articles on how coal and
charcoal were made and used.
We are continuing this series by
shifting focus from coal and
charcoal to iron. This month we
will try to answer the question,
“Where did early Arkansas
blacksmiths get their iron?”
The bulk of the material for this
article was drawn from the 1892
edition of the annual report of
the Arkansas Geological Society,
the full text of which is freely
available online. You can order
a hardcopy for less than $10.
The Blacksmith Organization of
Arkansas (BOA) desires to
educate it’s members and the
public on the “traditions and
techniques” of blacksmithing. It
is the purpose of this article to
address these “traditions.”
The next few Traditions articles
will continue to discuss the
history of iron smelting in our
state. Hopefully, you will find
the information both interesting
and helpful. If you have any
knowledge or related stories to
contribute, please send them in!
BOA members hope to put
together a iron smelting event
later this year, so perhaps you
will find the information timely
as well.
Robert Fox—BOA Editor
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A map from the preface of the 1892 Edition of the Geological Survey of Arkansas
Report on Iron Ores, showing locations of iron deposits in our state. Note the land to
the west is still identified as “Indian Territory.”

BLACKSMITH TRADITIONS: GOT IRON?
The Arkansas Geological Society produces an annual report detailing the locations, varieties,
and processing of various mineral deposits in our state. In 1892, RAF Penrose Jr, the assistant
state geologist, included a detailed “Report on Iron Ores” which gives us a wealth of information
about where early Arkansas blacksmiths may have gotten their iron.
At that time, no iron ore was being mined or refined in Arkansas. Iron deposits were reported
scattered over most of the state (see map), but most of them were said to be in small deposits
and of poor quality, containing high amounts of sulfur and silica. There were some deposits of
very high quality iron ore throughout these
regions, usually in residual deposits near
hilltops, but no single deposit was large
enough to justify mining on a
commercial scale. According to the
U.S. Bureau of Mines in 1995, these
individual deposits contain from
5,000 to 4,000,000 tons of
iron ore with the majority
of deposits containing less
than 25,000 tons.
The sole exception to this generally small, low quality deposit arrangement were the iron
deposits in Sharp and Lawrence counties in the northeast part of the state, just north of
Jonesboro (darker shading on map, above).
The 1892 report states that the entire commercial iron manufacturing in Arkansas before that
date had consisted of two small bloomeries (pig iron furnaces) in the northern part of the state,
known as the Bevens Bloomary (Sharp county in northeast Arkansas) and the Beach Iron Works
(Carroll county in northwest Arkansas). They were both built to supply a purely local demand
and operated for only a short period before they were abandoned by 1860. Their existence was
due to the fact that, at this time, there was no railway service to the northern part of the state,
making it difficult to bring in raw ore or refined iron from other locations. According to the
report, “They attained their purpose in this respect and supplied a serviceable iron for
agricultural implements wagon tires and other such articles.” In both cases, however, the
population was so sparse that there was not enough market for sustained operation, and both
furnaces were abandoned when railway access made it cheaper to bring in iron stock and
finished iron goods from other sources. “Whatever success they may have attained,” according to
Penrose, “depended upon their protection against outside iron and this protection was due to
the comparative inaccessibility of the region at that time. But when the protection was removed
by the introduction of transportation facilities, their small capacity, crude methods and, in the
case of the Beach Iron Works, the scarcity and poor quality of the ore would inevitably have
caused their abandonment.”

The Bevens Bloomary was situated on Big Creek in the southeastern part of Sharp county six
miles southwest of Smithville. It was built in 1857 by Alfred Bevens & Co and was run for two or
three years when operations were stopped on account of the limited market for the iron
produced. At the time of the 1892 report, most of the bloomery had been swept away or covered
with sand by the overflows of Big Creek. The ores for the bloomery were obtained from the local
deposits in the neighborhood in Sharp and Lawrence counties. Dr DD Owen (First Report of a
Geological Reconnaissance of the Northern Counties of Arkansas 1857 1858 p 213) in referring
to the Bevens Bloomary after his visit there in 1857-58 said it had two fires and was driven by “a
good water power.” When visited, this forge was undergoing thorough repairs and preparations
were being made to introduce the hot blast in place of the cold blast formerly in use by which
alteration it was expected to increase the amount of swaged bar iron manufactured from 500 to
1600 pounds per day. Prof JP Lesley, however, in speaking of the Bevens Bloomary somewhat
later in 1859 said, “It was built in 1857 with two fires and one hammer driven by water and
makes 250 pounds of swedged iron per day with cold blast out of brown hematite ore.”
The Beach Iron Works consisted of a bloomery and was situated in the central part of Carroll
county on the east side of Osage Creek less than a mile above its confluence with King's River
(roughly midway between the modern cities of Berryville and Eureka Springs). It is said to have
been erected in 1850 or soon thereafter, and to have been abandoned before i860 in which year
it was destroyed by a “freshet.” It was built by an Englishman named Abram Beach and it is said
by some to have been worked for “several years,” and by others for “only a few months.” At any
rate it was run on only a small scale and for a short time. Like the Bevens Bloomary, it was built
to supply a local demand and “the cause that permitted its existence and operation was the
difficulty of obtaining iron from outside sources.” The ore for the Beach Bloomary was obtained
from local deposits in Carroll county in the vicinity of Berryville.
More recently, about 3,500
tons of magnetite were
mined from the central
portion of Magnet Cove,
Hot Spring County, in the
early 1950’s. During the
early 1960’s, iron ore was
open-cut mined near
Rosston in Nevada County.
About 250 tons of iron ore
were shipped in 1965, the
last year of recorded
production. In 1969, the
U.S. Bureau of Mines
calculated iron ore
Iron ore from Dallas County, Arkansas
reserves in Arkansas to
be 120 million long tons with an average grade of 30 percent iron. There has been no iron ore
for commercial smelting mined in the state since 1965. Currently, there are several iron and
steel refineries in Arkansas, utilizing recycled steel and iron.
So, where did territorial and early statehood Arkansas blacksmiths get their iron? Iron ore
could be found in several locations in Arkansas. The deposits weren’t large by today’s
commercial standards, but there was probably ore available if a blacksmith had the desire and
the knowledge to smelt it. Northeast Arkansas, in particular, had many excellent deposits.
Stories abound of blacksmiths using ore in small quantities. Until the railways reached each
rural area, locally smelted iron must have been a necessity throughout the state. After 1860,
however, rail access had penetrated enough of the state that all known local attempts were
abandoned in favor of iron smelted elsewhere.
There are several good sources that you can use to find naturally occurring iron ore locations in
Arkansas today. The Mineralogy Database (http://www.mindat.org/) is a great resource that
often gives driving directions and helpful digging hints, but you do have to use the correct
names for the various ores. For instance, "iron" doesn't search well. Type in actual mineral
names, like magnetite, hematite, goethite, siderite, taconite, and limonite, all of which are
smeltable iron ores. Other iron ores, such as iron pyrite cannot be smelted (iron pyrite, or fools
gold, is an iron sulfide, and contains far too much sulfur to smelt successfully).
Another great source is the US
Geological Survey interactive map
(mrdata.usgs.gov/mrds/map.html).
You can see from the screenshot on
the left that those north Arkansas
deposits are the southern end of large
scale deposits in Missouri.
Next month we will begin discussing
what to do with all that ore—the
process of transforming iron ore into
forgeable iron.
Robert Fox—BOA Editor

ANOTHER CHARCOAL NUGGET
Charcoal is an interesting fuel - it
varies from type of material it is
made from (type of wood,
pinecones, corncobs, grapevines).
Even charcoal briquettes can be
used, contrary to what some people
say.
Because charcoal is frangible
(breaks up easily) and blows away
easily at times, the smiths who have
used it developed different
techniques than those for coal: A
lighter air blast, blowing air down
onto the fire from a distant nozzle,
building a forge with walls that
extend up leaving a slot for the
charcoal fire, or covering the sides
of the fire with "turves," mentioned
in the early 1500's book,
Pyrotechnia by Vannocio
Beringuccio. I discovered this
when I was a kid on my own - I dug
a hole in the ground for my forge,
and to increase heat I would cover
the sides of the fire with some of
the "turves" or sod that I had dug
out of the hole. Sometimes flat
pieces of wood were used. This
concentrates the heat, like banking
coal in a coal fire. Charcoal
briquettes are one of the fuels I
learned to use when young, and it’s
very possible to get a welding heat
or melt steel with them. If
someone tells you briquettes won’t
get hot enough, well, they’re just
wrong. They do give off a lot of
sparks, and all charcoal tends to do
that at times, but they will get
plenty hot.
An important thing with charcoal
fires is to make sure the fuel is
broken into small chunks. Mark
Morrow and I experimented with
his Japanese style forge to get a
welding fire. Pieces of charcoal
that are big let too much oxygen hit
the metal. Coal fires are similar the coke must be broken into small
pieces to work well in an average
sized fire. In a furnace situation,
such as making iron, it is important
to have the charcoal the correct
size. By the way, I used
traditionally burned charcoal from
large mounds covered with dirt for
a year when I worked at the
restoration in Ohio back about 1967
-74, but I couldn’t get good
welds. The pieces of charcoal were
large for the most part. In
subsequent years I learned that the
charcoal had to be broken into
small pieces to work well. If the
charcoal or coke is hard it must be
broken into small pieces. If soft, it
will easily break into small pieces.
We all have a lot to learn!
Bob Patrick
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BLACKSMITH MEDICINE
Florida Artist Blacksmith
Association (FABA) member
Carl Austin was doing his
annual blacksmithing
demonstration at a local
museum—their major
fundraiser for the year.
At one point, when quite a
large crowd had gathered to
watch, he noticed a woman at
the back of the group,
watching intently with a rapt
expression on her face. She
appeared to be in her midforties, wore a body brace,
two fore-arm crutches, and
had an artificial leg, but was
definitely mobile.
When Carl finished the piece
he was working on and the
crowd had thinned
somewhat, this lady pushed
forward and spoke to him. It
seems her VERY FIRST
BRACE was made by a local
blacksmith in the backwoods
of Iowa. Her father had
designed what he thought
was needed for her, and the
blacksmith had refined it.
Her parting words to Carl
were "I just wanted to tell
you about it. I was only 5
years old, and with the brace,
I could at last sit UP! It was
like magic"
http://www.blacksmithing.org/
CB-Archive/1988/1988-12-cb.pdf

In her book
The
Backyard
Blacksmith,
Lorelei
Simms tells
about a time
she treated
a friend's poison ivy with
dirty water from her quench
tank, based on a story told to
her by a wise old man. The
friend came back the next
day asking to bottle the
“magic elixir” to sell to the
public. Apparently the iron
concentrations accelerate the
drying of the blisters.
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(left to right) Tammy and Robert Fox, with daughters Lauren and Aly at the Old Blacksmith Shop in Gretna Green.

THE ANVIL-PREISTS OF GRETNA GREEN
Back in the eleventh century, romance was simple. A man would show up at the home of
his beloved, declare her to be his, and take her home with him to live as man and wife.
There was no law regulating when, where, how, or by whom marriages were performed.
Indeed no ceremony was required.
By the 1700’s, laws had been enacted in England and
Scotland to require that a couple desiring to be married
must each be at least 16 years of age and presently
unmarried. Couples meeting those two requirements
could simply join hands and declare in the presence of
two witnesses that they both desired to be married, with
or without the consent of their parents. This declaration
usually occurred in a church with a priest as one of the
witnesses, but neither church nor priest were required.
This type of ceremony was known as a “Marriage by
Declaration,” or a “handfasting ceremony.” To this day, a
marriage ceremony still includes the joining of hands and
a marriage certificate is still known as a “Declaration of
Marriage.”
Unfortunately, this led to many unscrupulous men tricking young women of wealthy
families to marry in order that the man would come into the wealthy family inheritance by
right of marriage. In 1754, Lord Hardwicke had no trouble convincing his wealth peers in
Parliament to pass a Marriage Act declaring that marriages must be performed in a
church, and that a couple must both be 21 before they could be married without the
consent of their parents. Prior to this, it had been the practice in the Fleet Street prisons
of London for imprisoned clergymen to marry young couples by declaration for small
sums of money. In the days leading up to the
implementation of the Marriage Act, several thousand
Fleet Street marriages took place.
The Marriage Act, however, applied only to England.
Scotland refused to enact similar legislation. This led
inevitably to the romantic practice of young couples
fleeing to Scotland to be legally married without
parental consent under the more relaxed Scottish laws.

What, you might ask, does this bit of
history have to do with blacksmithing?
The connection, you see, is that the first
stagecoach stop over the Scottish border
was at a little town called Gretna Green, a
town at the intersection of five carriage
roads, and the carriage stop itself was
directly in front of the village blacksmith
shop. Many eager young couples seeking
a quick witness were married “over the
anvil” by the blacksmith and his
apprentice.
In 1856, pressure from England led to the establishment in Scotland of a law which stated
that, in order for a marriage in Scotland to be valid, at least one of the couple must have lived
in Scotland for 21 days, known as “the cooling off period.” Residents of Gretna Green were
soon known for turning a blind eye to mysterious guests lodging in barns, in return for a small
consideration. The whole village began to profit from trade in romance.
Blacksmith succeeded blacksmith for almost two centuries until 1940, when Scotland was
pressured into outlawing anvil marriages. The legal age of marriage in Scotland was still only
16, and the 21 day wait was still in effect, but a civil marriage required a local Registrar, not
just any two witnesses. Couples still eloped to Scotland, and after a civil ceremony, would
most often still visit the blacksmith shop to have their marriage “blessed” over the famous
anvil. England has since dropped the age which couples can be married without parental
consent from 21 to 18 (still 16 in Scotland), and Scotland has removed the requirement of a 21
day cooling off period. Today the original Gretna Green blacksmith shop is a marriage
destination popular worldwide, where you can still be married over the original anvil, and
spend your honeymoon in a bed and breakfast that was once a barn which sheltered impatient
young lovers.
On the summer of my 25th wedding anniversary, my wife and I, our two daughters, my
nephew, and a friend vacationed in the British Isles. I drove on the wrong side of the car, on
the wrong side of the road, shifting with the wrong hand through England, Wales, and
Scotland. When we crossed the border into Scotland, it was understood that we must stop at
the blacksmith shop at Gretna Green. There, my wife and I declared in front of witnesses that
we still desired to forge a life together, sealing our declaration by the ringing of the ancient
blacksmith anvil. We later traveled to a nearby castle where we renewed our vows.
Love you, sweetheart!
Robert Fox—BOA Editor

ANVIL PREISTS
In 1754 when the Marriage Act was
enacted, the blacksmith in Gretna
Green was an ex-smuggler named
Joseph Paisley, reputed to be so
strong he could straighten a cold
horseshoe with his bare hands.
Joseph the 'Anvil Priest' would
pause in his blacksmithing to
perform a marriage ceremony for "a
wee dram or a few guineas"
depending on your status and
financial standing, and soon found
that he was earning more from
performing marriages than from
shoeing horses. One story tells how
two couples required his services at
the same time, and through a
"trifling mistake" he married the
wrong brides and grooms!
Unabashed, he declared, "Ah weel
juist sort yersels oot". Joseph
would conclude his smithy marriage
ceremony by rapping his anvil with
his hammer, a sound soon dreaded
by English fathers. In the eyes of
the more romantic, it was said that,
like the metals he forged, the
blacksmith at Gretna Green would
join couples together in the heat of
the moment in a weld that would
hold for eternity.
Joseph Paisley was succeeded as
Gretna Green blacksmith and anvilpriest by his nephew, David Lang.
David had been kidnapped and
pressed into service in the British
Navy years before. His ship had
been captured by American John
Paul Jones, whom the British
considered a pirate. After serving
aboard the pirate’s ship for several
years, David escaped one night
when the ship lay close offshore of
England, made his way home, and
joined his uncle as Gretna Green
blacksmiths and anvil priests.
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WE NEED HELP WITH OUR BOA FASHION LINE!
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
COAL FOR SALE
50 pound bags
BOA Members price $8/bag
Non-member price $10/bag
Contact Coal-Meister Ron
Wells, or see your chapter
steward.

We need a volunteer to take over the
management of our blacksmith t-shirt orders.
It’s a pretty easy job—all you have to do is take
orders and collect money. All the advertising
is done right here in the VOICE. Really, it’s so
simple a farrier could do it.
If you would be willing to help clothe your
fellow blacksmiths, please contact Ron Wells
at rbwells@eritter.net. No one wants to see a
naked blacksmith!

FORGES AND ANVILS
Daniel Casey has two small
forges and two small anvils
for sale. His phone number is
501-858-9757.
BRIDGE ANVIL
Bryan Parsons has a 350 Lbs
Bridge anvil for sale. $550.
Call 479-957-5498.

BLACKSMITH’S BEST FREIND
A few years ago, Ken Koons, a blacksmith in the Piedmont
area of North Carolina was spending another weekend
hiking through the woods, looking for iron ore to use in
smelting iron in a traditional small-scale bloomery. As
usual, Ken had his dog “Shadow Bug” with him.
Have something you want to
sell? Something you are looking
to buy? Contact the VOICE, and
let us know!

Shadow began barking at something in the leaves, and would not be
called off. When Ken went to investigate, he found nothing but rocks.
Rocks containing iron ore.
Apparently the dog had figured out what his master was looking for,
and was able to locate iron-bearing rock by smell. You can watch the
dog in action on YouTube in an excerpt from Ken’s DVD “Ore to Axe.”
The only problem, Ken says, is that Shadow doesn’t distinguish between
pebbles and boulders. Ken had to start bringing a sledge to break up
the larger rocks for transport.
Apparently, this isn’t the first time dogs have been used to locate
specific ores. Mining Technology magazine recently featured a company in Switzerland, OreDog,
that trains dogs to locate copper and nickel deposits for large mining companies, including one in
Arizona. OreDog claims the dogs can locate an ore body that is as much as forty feet underground,
and can be trained to locate any metallic oxide or sulfide.
The company trains German Shepherds, Australian

DID YOU KNOW?
The African Methodist
Episcopal Church (AME) has
the anvil in its coat of arms. The
AME's first services were held in
a blacksmith's shop. Major early
congregations were located in
Detroit, Chicago, Baltimore, and
Pittsburg—cities with strong
metalworking trades.
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“You can't use a Chihuahua;
you have to have something
that could work in the field,
and not get eaten up by rats”
working Koolies, and Malinois (a smaller-type police dog).
“You can't use a Chihuahua,” says Peter Bergman, geologist
and CEO of OreDog, “You have to have something that
could work in the field, and not get eaten up by rats.”
So, my fellow smiths, put those dogs to work! We’re
planning an ore smelt for later this year. Who’s bringing
the dog?
Robert Fox—BOA Editor

BLACKSMITH ORGANIZATION OF ARKANSAS
MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION
Date: _________________
Name*:

(Plus Family Members)

Address:

PrimaryPhone:
Email**:
Email:
Email:
Special areas of interest:
 Knife making
 Restoration

 Gunsmithing
 Buck Skinning

 Architectural
 Medieval

Membership dues are $25 per year, due in January***.
Make checks payable to “BOA (Blacksmith Organization of Arkansas)”
Mail to:
Ron Wells, BOA Treasurer
HCR 32 Box 141
Mount Judea, AR 72655
Or bring to the next meeting and give to the Treasurer or Steward
*BOA’s membership is a family membership. For the payment of one membership, all the members of a family would be afforded all the benefits and privileges of full membership. They
would, however, have ONE vote on BOA business per family membership.

BENEFITS OF BOA
MEMBERSHIP
BOA members continue a tradition of educating our members
and the public in the techniques
and history of blacksmithing,
the king of crafts.
In addition to our monthly
meetings, newsletter, and email
chatter, our members are active
in their communities with many
interesting events and demonstrations.
Members also receive discounted prices on coal and stylish
BOA apparel.
BOA membership is a family
membership. For one membership fee, all the members of the
family are considered active,
and each may receive an electronic newsletter

**BOA's Newsletter is available as an electronic newsletter. It is only distributed to active
email addresses. Please make sure your email address and those of your family members are
entered correctly above.
***Membership dues are paid with the submission of this application; thereafter, they are due
each January. If the dues are paid in the last three months (October, November, or December) of the year, membership is paid up for the following year. If dues are not paid within the first three months (January, February, or March) of the year, the member is removed from the membership.

MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION
Also available online at: www.abana.org
Email:

Name:
Address:

WWW URL:

City:

Phone:

State:

Zip:

Type of Membership:
 Regular …..$55

Fax:
Credit Card Information:

 Overseas ….....$65

 Visa  Mastercard

 Student …..$45  Contributing ..$100

Card#

 Senior …....$50  Library …….....$45

Expiration:

There is a $5 discount for 2-year memberships and renewals
The Blacksmith Organization of Arkansas (BOA) is an ABANA Chapter Affiliation
Submit check, money order (US banks only), or credit card information using this form to
Artist-Blacksmith’s Association of North America, Inc.
259 Muddy Fork Road
Jonesborough, TN 37659
Phone: 423-913-1022
Fax: 423-913-1023
Email: centraloffice@abana.org

BENEFITS OF ABANA
MEMBERSHIP
With your ABANA membership,
you receive a subscription to
both The Anvil's Ring and The
Hammer's Blow. As well as
discounted conference
registrations and discounts at
many web sites.
The Anvil's Ring, devoted
exclusively to the craft of
blacksmithing, is the
association's quarterly magazine
which presents articles on
topics such as architectural iron,
decorative design, hand forged
tools, historical references,
advice to beginners, etc.
The Hammer's Blow, also a
quarterly publication, is a black
and white magazine full of "how
to" tips and techniques for
professionals and beginners
alike.
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THE BLACKSMITH
ORGANIZATION OF
ARKANSAS (BOA)
BOA is an affiliate of the ArtistBlacksmiths Association of
North America (ABANA)
We are exclusively for the
education of members and other
interested parties in the skills,
techniques, and traditions of
blacksmithing. We aspire to
expose the art of blacksmithing
to the public, to serve as center
of information about
blacksmithing and its tradition,
and to do so in cooperation with
and as an affiliate of the ArtistBlacksmiths Association of
North America.
Information on when and where
we meet and how to join can be
found within the pages of this,
our monthly newsletter.

BOA MEMBER SHOWCASE—
RICHARD ROSS AND LUKE ROBERTS
After Attending the
Nathan Robertson
hammer-making
class in April, Luke
and Richard decided
they couldn’t stop at
just one. They went
back to the forge and
made their own set
of hammer-making
tools, including
hammer tongs,
handled punches,
drifts and top sets,
and a matched set of
bottom swage and
top set fullers.
Nice job, gentlemen!

If you’re not already a member,
we hope you will be soon!

VOICE
The Blacksmith Organization of Arkansas

218 Trelon Circle
Little Rock, AR, 72223

PLEASE
PLACE
STAMP
HERE

